Graduate Study Only: (No Bachelors degree study)

Doctorate of Veterinary Medicine only: 
4 PAWS AND A TAIL SCHOLARSHIP ($1000) (4P)
Must be working on Doctorate. Also may be practicing Vet doing post doc study who already holds a doctorate. 
Exclude: Any degree level that is not doctorate (no bachelors pre-vet).

Masters or Doctorate Study: 
MARGOT SEITELMAN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP ($1000) (A) 
Graduate student who plans a career in professional writing or teaching English grammar and/or writing. 
Note "teaching English" could include college or high school. 
Exclude: Early Childhood Ed – this is exclusively teaching English only; all bachelors degree

For Undergraduate only – Bachelors or Associate Degrees: 
1. HARP FOWLEY – ISOLATED M AWARD ($600) (E)
Study for an undergraduate liberal arts degree (B.A. or A.A.). 
Traditionally the liberal arts degrees where those in pure subjects such as English, History, Mathematics, Political Science, etc.
Exclude all professional degrees that prepare directly for a career: Business (B.BA.), Fine Arts (B.F.A.), Education (B.Ed.), etc.
Exclude: Graduate level study (Masters, Doctorate)

For FEMALES Only but any level of study: Associate, Bachelors, masters, doctorate.

1. THE SYLVIA SCHOLARSHIP ($600) (D)
For a woman pursing a degree in the Natural Sciences or Mathematics. Natural Sciences include subjects such as Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Geology, etc. or combinations of that. Pre-Med, Pre-Dent, etc. are Biology degrees. (Note NO Psychology; NO Nursing. NO Medicine).

2. STEM SCHOLARSHIP FOR WOMEN ($7000) (4 scholarships) (SW) Restricted to the study of STEM: Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics for a female or transgender female. 
Exclude: Nursing, Medicine, Health Sciences (Yes this is different than the other STEM award!)

3. RITA LEVINE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP ($600) (C)
For a female returning to school after any absence of seven or more years – may be re-enrolled at time of application.
The following are for any level of study: Associate, Bachelors, masters, doctorate; and also any gender designation.

1. STEM SCHOLARSHIP – ($2,000) (S) This award is actually for any STEM major (natural sciences, technology, engineering, mathematics) AND also the Health Sciences including nursing, medicine, physical therapy even those these degrees are not STEM.
2. DAVID MANN SCHOLARSHIP ($2000) (B) Study of aeronautical engineering or an aerospace field.
3. DR. PETER M KENDALL SCIENCE SCHOLARSHIP ($600) (PK) Restricted to the Natural Sciences including but not limited to Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Astronomy, Geology, Environmental Science, Forestry, Pre-Med, Pre-Dent (The Pre health science degrees are biology degrees).
4. THIEL MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP ($600) (TM) Restricted to the Natural Sciences including but not limited to Biology, Chemistry, Physics, astronomy, Geology, Environmental Science, Forestry, Pre-Med, Pre-Dent (The Pre health science degrees are biology degrees).
5. CGM HEALTH CAREERS SCHOLARSHIP ($600) (CGM) Restricted to Medicine, Pharmacy, Veterinary Science, Nursing, Respiratory Therapy, Respiratory Therapy, Physical Therapy, or other Allied Health Fields
6. CAROL MARTINEZ SCHOLARSHIP ($2,500) (CM) Restricted to the field of information technology (Computer Science is an IT field)
7. MARGIE MANDELBLATT AWARD ($1000) (G) Study in journalism.
8. ROSEMARY GREATHOUSE SCHOLARSHIP ($600) (I) For a student pursuing a degree in the Arts, including creative writing or journalism.
9. HELEN KUPPER SCHOLARSHIP ($600) (J) For a student pursuing a degree in the Fine Arts.
10. GREG TIMMERS ARTS EDUCATION SCHOLARSHIP ($600) (L) Fine Arts that can include applied arts such as architecture, photography, ceramics and textiles.
11. THE SKINNER HELL’S M’S MEMORIAL 10. SCHOLARSHIP ($500) (H) Interpersonal communications, mediation, or related study
    Note: There are actual degrees in Interpersonal relations. The Interpersonal Communication major examines communication and relationships between language, thought and interpersonal action, in an effort to improve these communications among people, groups and communities.
    Exclude: Communications degrees, English as a Foreign language and sign language.
12. WALT AND MARY MCGREW SCHOLARSHIP FOR VETERANS ($1000) (K) For a veteran. (Past military service.)
13. DON AND VIRGINIA PRINCE SCHOLARSHIP ($600) (P) Must be a military veteran or spouse of a veteran. (Past military service.)
14. MARK J GLANCEY AND JOHN G GRAY LGBT SCHOLARSHIP ($1000) (R) To be eligible for this scholarship the applicant must openly identify as gay, lesbian, bisexual or transgender. Applicant self-identifies this category. It is not necessary to be mentioned in the essay.
15. PROGRESS PRIDE SCHOLARSHIP ($10,000) (2 Scholarships) (PR) Self-identification as both BIPOC and LGBTQ+
16. BOB AND MARY ANN COX SCHOLARSHIP ($500) (M) For a student who has been out of formal education for a period of six or more years.

17. FIRST TIMERS’ GRANT ($1000) (FT) Affirm and declare that applicant is the first person in family to have earned in excess of twelve
college credits. NOTE: Must already have earned at least 12 credit hours at the time of applying.

18. CELEBRATING RACIAL DIVERSITY ($1000) (CD)
Person of Color

19. RUTH ANN PARVIN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP ($1000) (6 Scholarships) (RA)
Education (pre-school through grade 12) including special education and gifted education

20. MENSA MEMBER SCHOLARSHIP ($2500) (2 Scholarships) (MM)
Must be American Mensa member or IRS dependent of an American Mensa member

21. GEN Y SCHOLARSHIP ($600) (GY)
Must be American Mensa member or IRS dependent of an American Mensa member

Awards for REGION 5 only:

1. IN HONOR OF OUR PARENTS (FRUECHT-MCGREW) ($1000) (5M)
Education, English Education, Special Education, or Gifted Education.
NOTE: The above is specific – Teach English only or Reading only. Reading specialist is a Masters degree.
Exclude: Early childhood education unless this degree combines with Special education.

2. MCGREW-FRUECHT SCHOLARSHIP ($1000) (5L) (Restricted to Region 5)
Study of physics or chemistry OR someone who has been out of formal education for a period of five or more years.

3. THE CHARLOTTE DUGGAR MEMORIAL NURSING SCHOLARSHIP ($500) (5D) (Restricted to Region 5)
Applicant must be studying Nursing, in a degree program that is accredited by the ACEN (Accreditation Commission for Education in Nursing) or CCNE (Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education) and already has a nursing license (either RN or LPN/VN)
Note: Acceptable degrees include RN to BSN or Masters degree because must already be a nurse.

Awards for Region 6 only:

1. ANNABELLE MOORE & CHARLES W PARVIN MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP ($500) (AP)
Academic focus of Education Grades 1-12.

2. JARI WHITEACRE MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP ($1000) (JW)
Applicant has been homeschooled